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The Chancellor of the Exchequer is speaking in the Hague tonight, 
Wednesday 3 June, about the British Government ' s broad approach to 

reforming the European Community budget and the common agricultural 

policy. A copy of the speech is annexed. 

The Community committed itself on 30 May last year, as part of 

the UK budget refunds agreement, to find a longer term solution to 

the problem of budgetary imbalances, or "unacceptable situations" for 

any member state, by means of structural changes. The Commission was 

mandated to produce a report by the end of June 1981. The Community 

will be discussing the subject intensively in the remainder of this 

year, under first the Dutch and then the British Presidency. The 

Chancellor of the Exchequer's speech is intended as a contribution 

to that discussion. 

Main points from the speech are: -

- The problems of budgetary imbalances and the CAP are preventing 

the Community fr om making progress. 

popular support for the Cow~unity. 

They are also tending to undermine 

Solutions are nee ded urgently. 

- Guidelines for CAP reform should include reducing the levels of 

effective support in real terms for products in surplus; giving 

greater play to market forces; and making agricultural support 

spending subject to the same sort of financial discipline as is 

applied to other public spending programmes . 



, 
- The problem of budgetary imbalances is a problem not just for 

B tain but also for Germany and hence for the Community as a whole. 

Enlargement will exacerbate the problem. 

- The problem arises because the impact of the budget on 

individual member states falls out fortuitously, from unco-ordinated 

policy decisions by the Community's specialist councils. 

- The solut i on cannot lie in raising the 1 per cent VAT ceiling. 

Under existing arrangements, that would open the way for a further 

uncontrolled increase in CAP expenditure, which in turn would increase 

further the net contributions of the net contributor countries. 

- The solution must lie rather in adding one new principle to the 

Community's budgetary arrangements. The Chancellor suggests that the 

Community will need in future to take conscious decisions on how the 

budget should affect individual member states. The decisions ought to 

be based on objective cri teria, notably relative prosperity. 

- The means of implementing these decisions should include a 

redirection of expenditure from agriculture to other areas. But the 

Community is likely to need special arrangements as well for correcting 

the total impact of the budget on individual member states. 

- In addition to solving the problem of "unacceptable situations", 

this approach sholild make the budgetary aspects of enlargement 

manageable and open the way for the Community to make progress. - It 

would involve applying ih the Community, to some extent at least, a 

principle universally recognised in nation states - that resources 

should flow from more to less prosperous regions, and not vice versa. 
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H 1'1 TREASURY 
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(.01) 23"3-3415 

NOTES TO EDITORS 

The Foreign Affairs Insti tute i s roughly the Du.tch e.qui valent of 
Chatham House. Mr Patijn is its Vice-Chairman. 

The European Movement is a ,Dutch organisation designed to promote 
interest in the European Community. Its Chairman is Mr van Tersel. 

Membership of both organisations is drawn from the Dutch Parliament and 
the political parties, industry, banking and finance, the public 
service, the media and academics . 
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THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY: AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PROGRESS 

SPEECH BY THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER IN THE 

HAGUE ON WEDNESDAY 3 JUNE 1981 

Introduction 

Mr Patijn, Mr van Iersel, Ladies and Gentlemen. 

I am delighted to be in the Netherlands this 

eveni ng and to have the opportunity to address such 

a distinguished audience. It is particularly 

good of you to come here at a tim8 when - following 

your General Election - many of you are extremely 

busy. If I may single out individuals, may I say 

how much I value the presence, despite their many 

other pre-occupations, of my colleague Mr van d~r 

Stee and of Dr Zijlstra and Dr Duisenberg, the 

present and future Presidents of the Netherlands 

Bank. 

I also owe a particular debt of thanks to your 

two distinguished Chairmen this eve ning - Mr Patijn 

and Mr van Iersel - and to the organisations they 

represent - for so generously making the arrangements 

for this occasion. 

fAngIo-Dutch friendship 
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Anglo-Dutch friendship 

May I say first what a great pleasure it is for 

people from Britain to talk with Dutch colleagues 

about major issues of the day. There is a long 

tradition of almost unbroken fr i endship and co11a-

boration between our two countries. 

It was with Dutch help that we drained the Fens 

of East Anglia. We even shared· a monarch for a time, 

when the Orange and the" Rose came together in the 

person of William III. 

The influence of the Netherlands on England in 

the following period of our history was extensive. 

Our Central Bank , the Bank of England, was modelled 

on Dutch experience. English domestic and urban 

architecture took on a distinctly Dutch appearance. 

Near t he Treasury in London t he r e i s a stree t o f " 

Queen Anne houses call ed "Queen Ann e' 5: Gate" wh ich 

ha s to our good fortune bee n prese r ved . Those of 

you who have se~n i t wi ll know what I mean when I 

say that I felt very much at home when I visited 

our Ambassador's delightful residence in the 

IWesteinde earlier 
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Westeinds earlier this afternoon. 

Further back in history Hugo Grotius 1 esteemed 

by jurists as the foun der of international law, 

served for ~ . a I..lme as Dutch ambassador to England 

before writing his great treatise nOe jure Belli 

et Paeis". I am a lawyer m~s81f - a professional 

training which I am proud to share with Mr van 

der stee as well as with Mr van Agt - and it 

seems to me that the bookcase in which Grotius 

escaped from prison to write this treatise must 

be the most important bookcase, the most productive 

even, in legal history. 

Further back still, the intimate friendship 

betvJ88n two great scholars', one Dutch, one English, 

prepared the way for the flowering of th~ Renaissance 

in Northern Europe. I r 8fer to Erasmus and Sir . 

Thomas More. It was at More's su~gestion that Erasmus 

wrote his celebrated satire , "In prais e of folly" 

or "Encomium Mariae": the word "M oriae u was itself 

a play on More's name . And it was in the Low 

Countries that More sketch ed his "Utopia", published 

under Erasmus's supervision in 1516. 
IThe Subject 
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The s ubject 

My subject tonight - "The European Community: 

an opport,kJnity ,for progress" - , is perhaps less 

rarefied, but certainly more urgent, than those 

addressed by More and Erasmus. I venture to hope 

that our two countries can, in our different ways 

and from our diff~rent perspectives, co ll aborate 

as effectively in tackling the prob l ems of today as 

did those two great 16th century scholars. My ~ain 

concern is for the fut~re of the Co mmunity. But 

first a word about the past and present. 

The Community's achievements 

The Community can, I suggest, t ake credit for a 

number of profound and historic achievements. I 

mentio n three in particular. 

First, the Community has helped to create a· 

zone of p8a~e and stability in Western Europe. 

How eas y it is to take this fo~ granted today_ But 

no more than a ~lance is need ed at the pages of 

history to confirm the magnitude of the achievement. 

There have even been occasions when our own two 

Icountries have 
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countries have fought each other. In the 17th : 

century, our navies obtained a considerable amount of 

use f u 1 comb ate x per i: en c a ate a c hot her's ex pen s e ! 

More seriously, every city in which the Community 

transacts its business today has suffered grievously 

in some past European war. We are having to· contend 

today with new and ugly forms of violence - with 

the terrorists who attack civilised society in all 
Brussels, 

our countries, be it in Rome or/London or the Hague. 

But the possibility of war between the nations of 

Western Europe has n~ver been more remote. The 

scars of earlier conflicts have helped to cement 

our present unity. 

It may be argued that the recognition of a common 

enemy and the formidable advance of military 

technologies would have sufficed by themselves to 

keep Western Europe at peace. But the Community 

has brought a new se nse of co hesio n among member 

countries. I t has planted firmly in European soil 

the precious habits of cooperation and negotiation. 

It has strengthened liberal democracy in Europe and 

Europe's voice in the world. 

/Seoond, the 
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Second, the Community has surely made Western 

Europe significantly more prosperous than it could 

otherwise have been. The vast expansion of trade 

brought about by the elimination of tariffs between 

Community countries, and the dismantling of many 

non-tariff barriers, must have contributed powerfully 

to the enhancement of living standards in all 

Community countries. It is hard to measure such 

effects in statistical terms. But that in no 

way detracts from their importance, an importance 

which I believe is being increasingly recognised in 

my own country - and not before time. 

Third, the common policy for agriculture, 

for all its faults, has raised food output in Western 

Europe to a remarkable extent at a time of continuimg 

reductions in the agricultural population. The policy 
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s t ructure of t he countrys ide, . ~n fa ce of t he press ur e s 

has also helped to protect t he economic and social 

wh i ch in creas ing ly t hreate n it. 

UK ' s commitment to Europe. 

The British Government are deeply conscious of 

/al1 that 
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all that has been achieved. We nre anxious to 

see Europe progress still further. We want to play 

a full part in that progress. We are proud to be 

in Europe and of Europe. 

In times past, Britain has contributed much to 

European civilisation. We have more to contribute 

now and in the future - not least to the defence of 

Europe through NATO and to its development through 

the Community. TffiCom~unity is where we belong. 
Wit h out B r i t a'i n, . the Co mm u nit y wo u I d be inc amp Ie t e . 
Without the Community, Britain would be incomplete. 

And I want to say at this point how sincerely 

and profoundly grateful the British Government 

are to successive Dutch governments for the great 

understanding which they have always shown towards 

trnUK, both when we were negotiating to join the 

Community and subsequently. We are now approach~ng 

the end of th e Dutch Presidency and the beginning 

of our own. It is especially appropriate, therefore, 

that we should ,be talking together thi s evening. 

I only hop e that in our Presidency we shall be able 

to preserve the high standards which you have set 

in you~. IProblems facing 
the Community 
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Problems facing the Community 

I have been talking mainly so far about the 

Community's achievements. We all recognise, however, 

that the Community faces severe problems as well. 

One problem is that there has been a w~rrying 

reduction in popular support for the Community in 

some member states - by no means only in the United 

Kingdom. This I regard as a matter of great concern. 

For the 'survival of the Community, like any other 

system of government based on democratic principles, 

must ultimately depend on the support of the people. 

In developing the Community we must be concerned above 

all to strengthen the conviction and support at. 
people in all member states. 

Why it is that popular support for ~he Community 

is so patc hy a nd, in some cou nt ries , less t han 

sec ure ? 

Th e r e are ,· ! belie ve, a number of causes . 

There are ma ny who f eel, fo r exa mple , t hat the 

Community has in some way been responsible for the 

leconomic 
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economic dislocation and setbacks which followed 

the two oil price shocks of the 1970s - or is at 

least responsible for their not having been overcome 

more painlessly. In fact I believe the very reverse 

is true. We should all have been worse off if we 

had had to face these tribulations alone. 

Another powerful cause of the fluctuations in 

popular support, I suggest, is that there seem to 

be so many guarrels in. the Community. Partly because 

of the system, partly because of the way in which 

Community affairs are reported, the processes of 

adjustment, reconciliation and allocation are perceived 

as battles, or clashes, and strong passions ar~ 

aroused among politically conscious people in* all our 

countries. In any international, national or 

federal organisation, some lively exchanges about the 

allocation of re sou rces are to be expected. An 

absence of such exchanges would be unnatural. But 

people feel that our organisation is keeping the 

countries of Western Europe perpetually at loggerheads 

with each other. Too often, we seem to be locked in 

adversary bargaining, like social partners engaged 

lin a permanent 
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in a permanent spring offensive. Grotius would ~ 

not have approved. I
I, 

I 
If one of the main perceived causes of the problem ; 

is that we are seen to quarrel too much, what are 

the under-lying causes? I believ8 there are two 

which must concern us principally. First, there is 

a complex of problems connected with agriculture. 

Second, there is the problem of budgetary imbalances 

between member states. 

CAP reform 

To begin with agriculture, the CAP has, as I 

suggested earlier, been notably successful in raising 

food production in We3ter~ Europe and in helping 

to preserve the character of our country~ide. 

Th e ma i n pro b 1e m wit h the pol i c y is t hat .i t 

ha s been too s uccessful in stimulating the pro duc tion 

of food. Th e r esult is that we ha ve i nc reasing 

surpluses i n a numb er of pro duct s , and the cost of 

financing these surpluses has risen to intolerable 
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governments and consumers are paying out large sums 

which increase production to no good purpose. We 

give our farmers incentives to produce products 

which no-one wants - or at least not at or anywhere 

near the prices for which they produce them. Then 

we incur the heavy costs of storage and disposal. 
, 

We all want a healthy, productive farming sector. 

But there is a real danger tha~ the policy will ~. 

~ollapse under the weight of its own eXC83ses. 
1--

And that is something which none of us wants to 

see. 

I do not pretend that there are easy or painless 

answers. But there are three guidelines for reform 

which I would wish to put fcrward. 

F;~st, the solution to the problems of the 
1-

CAP must lie, in part at least. in redu cing t~e levels 

of effective s upport in real terms for products in 

excessive surplus . There is, I believe, a wide 

measure of agreement on th is . But action has lingered 

far behind analysis . i 
~. 

There is no conse~sus on the 

/means 
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means whereby the levels of effective support should 

be restrained. And there are recurring political 

inhibitions which have persuaded us at each year's 

price fixing to postpone decisive action for another 

year. 

Second, I suggest that we must seek solutions 

which give greater play to market force~, whil~ 

operating directly on surplus production, and 

are consistent with the Community's commitment to 

an open and competitive economic system both within 

Europe and internationally. Within the Community 

we mus t avo id any prescript ions for refo·rm which 

involve discrimination against particular types of 

efficient producer. On the external side, we must 

maintain the principle of Community preference. 

But we must not seek to solve the problems of the 

Communi ty "5 farm sector by increased protecti~nism .. 

Last, but not least, I believe that agricultural 

support spending must be subject to the sa~e sort of 

financial discipline a? we apply to other public 

/spending _ 
programmes. 
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spending programmes. This is more essential than 

ever in a period of relatively low economic growth, 

when all our governments are having to wrestle to 

ke ep publi c expe nditure under control. 

Hi gh ly relevant to this is the position adopted 

by the British, Dutch and German Governments 

after this year's price fixing, when we recorded 

our joint determinati on that the future growth 

of spending on price support should be markedly 

lower than the rate of growth of own resources. 

Difficult though it will be, we must now put this 

policy into practice. Time is running out. We 

must meet the imperative of change in advanee if the 

Com~on Agricul~ural Policy is to survive and prosper 

as we wish it to do. 

8~dgetary imbalances 

The othe r ma jur so u r ce of the Community's ' 

troubles is, I suggest, its budgeta ry arrangements. 

Th8s8 arr'angel1lGnts are incomplete in one important 

respect . 

/Contrib utions are 
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Contributions are made to the budget under the 

own resources system. In itself, that need raise 

no probl ems. 

Expenditure take s place from the budget in 

acc ordance with Community policies. In itself, again, 

tha t need raise no problems. 

The problems arise because the Community's 

arrangements made no provision for the relationship 

bet 'vve e nth e con t 1 ' i but ion san d r e c e i p t s 0 fin d i v i d u a 1 

membe r 2,tates. ~ . 
r 

I Th ere is no provision 

to ens ure that the net balance of contributions 

and receipts fo r eac h individual member state is ~ 
def e nsible. Within natiori stat8s, it is an 8stabliSh8d l 

and 0 ve r rid i n g p r inc i p le that r 8 sou r c e s s h 0 u 1 d ten d 

to f lo 0 from me r e t o less p r os pe r ous r egions. and not 

V iC t~ I) -:::: r' s [_~ • But the re i s no compa r ab le princip l e 

g 'J \i ~ ! n i r-I f:, l~ i:3 S CJ U r L: 8 fl o w s b 8 t ~..J e s n me m b e r s t at e s 0 f 

t hs Commun~. t y.) 

/ ,/ 
~/ 

~he net e f fect of the budget on individual member 

states is 13rgely fortuitous. It emerges accidentally 
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from a multitude of separate. unco-ordrnated 

decisions by the Commission and the Community's 

specialist councils. 

In the ori g inal Co mm unity of 6, this 

incompleteness in the Communit y 's financial 

arrangements di d no t pos e a s e rious practical 

problem. Each mem ber stat e derived advantages 

from membership which were real and visible. 

Germany was by far the larg est net contributor -

but not on a scal e which th e German people found 

intolerable; t he environm e nt was one of sustained 

economic growth and Germany did not demur. 

Sin c e tho sed a y s, t h i n g s; h a v e c han g e d . We 

now have a Community of 10. And for the Community, 

as for the rest of the world, ther e is no longer 

the same a ss uran c e of sus ta i ned economic growth . 

Of t he c ount r i e s whi c h acc e d ed i n 1972 , Denmark 

and I r elan d have obtained t he benefit of larg e 

ne t r e ceipts f rom the Community, both wit hin the 

budget and o ut sid e . Bu t the pa ssage of t ime ha s 

broug ht majo r pr oblems , arisi ng fr om the op e r ation 

of the budg e t, f or tw o Comm un ity co untries - the 

UK and Germany . 

fAt the 
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At the time of the access ion negotiations in 

1970, the British Government expressed concern that 

the combination of the own resources sy stem and 

the predominance of agricultura l expend iture in 

the budget would pl uce an impossible burden on 

the UK, which could not be solved by transitional 

arrangements. That was not, however, the 

conventional wisdom of the time. The pattern of 

sustained economic gro wth had not then been 

interrupted by massive oil price rises. And 

there were great ambitions for economic union in 

the Community. It was easy to imagine that the 

Community budget could expand, that a gricultural 

support would lose its predominance in the budg~t, 

and that new programmes co uld be introduced which 

would bring compensating benef its to the UK. 

Even then, however, the Community recognise d that, 

if things turned out differently, an 'un acceptable 

situation' could arise a nd would have to be 

remedi ed. The' Commission paper of Octobe r ·1970 

stated that: 

I" should 
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" should unacceptable situations arise 

within the present Community or an enlarged 

Community, the very survival of the Community 

would demand that the Institwtions find 

equ itable solutions ." 

The Council of Ministers formally endorsed this 

proposition on 4 November 1970. 

Sadly, many of the hopes and aspirations of 

the early 1970s have been disappointed. The 

European economies, like the rest of the world, 

hav e been gripped by recession, and CAP 

expenditure has . continued to consume the lion's 

share of the budget, thus hampering the development 

of othe r important policiesQ As a result, 

una c C E pta b 1 e sit u a t ions h a v 8 in dee dar is e n - fir s t 

for ~h8 UK and then for Germany, and so for ihe 

I n the UK, the end of the tran sitional period 

i n 197 9 l eft us in 19 80 financing around 21 per 

/cent of 
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cent of CAP expenditure and receiving only about 

6-7 per cent of it: a gap of 14-15 percentage 

points . Our net contribution to the budget was 

thus forecast to reach between 1~ and 2 billion 

ecus in 1980. And this despite the fact that 

we were one of the less prosperous member states 

in a Community with a declared objective of 

economic. convergence. No-one would have dreamed 

of deliberately planning such an outcome. 

56 it was that, in the 30 May agreement last 

year, . the Community recognised that things had 

indeed gone wrong - that the increasing imbalance 

of the budget was a problem which had. to be 

tackled. The Dutch government were among the 

first to recognise that. The agreem~nt provided 

for the UK a respite which was timely and welc9me. 

But it was only temporary. That is why, even 

more importantly, the agreemeht provided that, 

for the futur~, the Community should solve the 

underlying problem by means of structural changes. 

IAn important 
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An important problem with the 30 May 

agreement is the difficulties which it has 

created for another member state. For Germany 

is now bearing a burden similar in magnitude to 

that which the UK would have borne but for the 

agreement. Germany is a much richer country 

than the UK. But the Federal German Chancellor 

has now stated that enough is enoug~ - that there 

will need to be a limit on Germany's net 

contribution as well as the UK's. What better 

proof could there be that the problem 'is not 

just a British one? It is a problem for the 

C omm u nit y a s a wh 0 le - . ash are d pro b le m w h i c h 

we must solve as a matter of conscious, 

collective decision. 

Difficulties caused by budgetary problems 

We all know that the Community is concerned 

with much more than money and arithmetic. But 

the problems ~n agricultural expenditure and 

budgetary imbalances which I have been describing 

are damaging the fabric of the Community. There 
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is a real danger that public support for the 

Community will be eroded, and the progress of 

the Community halted, if we do not find solutions 

to these problems. 

The dangers over public support arise 

partly from the fact that the uncorrected impact 

of the budget is manifestly unfair, and partly 

from the absence of any established method of 

correction short of sustained punch-ups every 

two years or so. Member states are repeatedly 

flung into the ring against each other with as 

little dignity as the contestants in "Jeux sans 

fronti~res". There is a real danger that, in 

the face of all the unfairnesses and the · 

confrontations, support for the Community will 

fade away in the net contributor countries. If 

that should happen in Germany. as well as the 

UK, then truly the Community would be in trouble. 

We have to recognise, moreover, that the 

Community's budgetary problems will become more 

/acute as 
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a cut e a s t3 I~ e suI t a f e n 1 a I" ge m e n t . Like other 

Insmber- states, \,-J8 In '3 1'itain were de lighted to 

weI comE:-} in t o the Community at the beginning 

of this year. We look forward to the early 

accession of Spain and Portugal. But under 

existing arran gements for the CAP and the ~udget 

the financial consequence s of enlargemen t for 

exi stin g member states are hi g hly uncertain and 

could be substantit3l. The soon e r we can sort out 

our bu dgetary problems, the mo re rapidly we shall 

be a ble to welcome Spain and Portugal, too, into 

the Community. 

The 1 per cent VAT ce i li ng 

It is often suggested that the main obstacle 

to progress in the Communi ty is the per cent 

This ce i ling was set by the orig inal 

S ix i n 1970. :t can only be changed by unan~m ous 

agreement 0f the m~mber states and afte r 

There are many 

\:J h 0 3 r g ~ J 2 t h (:1 t ~~ h Gee iIi it:; s h 0 u 1 j b e ra i sed s 0 

that the Community can devElo p ex is t ing programmes 

and under take new ones. 

/The fact is, 
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That fact, 1S ~ however, that the present own 

reso~rCBS 2siling is the one th ing which imposes 

on the Co~~unity budget the sort of financial 

discipline which we all take for granted at home. 

If the cBilin~ was to be raised a s soon a s it 

was reached, then under existing a rrangements the 

way woul d be ope n fo r a further ~ncontro lled 

increase in CAP e xpenditure; a nd that in turn 

would in crsas2 furthe r t he net cont ributions of 

the exi stin g n~~t contributor countrie s. The re 

are no JI.] U t cma tic stabilisers" under th e CAP -

nothing to shield the net contributo r cou nt ries, 

in particular} from the consequences of our 

co ll ectivG extravagances. On the contrary, the 

mors the expenditu re rises, the g reater t he 

budgetary imba lances become. Under pre~8nt 

3 I."' r d i'l IT, '::;;\ r; r I ~: s } ~, h 2 'I G t c, (J Ii t r"' i but 0 r .L • cou nLrles ha ve 

r: c.., ~~:r (J ;_~ :, i :::; c3 1 ~ h:) : c, :~ but t 0 i i l :3 i s t 0 Ii m a i n t a i n i n g 

n2C8SSc.~J.':"'\/ LJ su l.ve :::hE Con::nu rt i ty budget problem 

W'J U 1 d :: h s ref 0 I' E, i n my \ J i e \,-J, b e put tin g the car t 

before the horse. 

II am not 
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I am not suggesting that these are the only 

obstacles to raising the 1 per cent VAT ceiling. 

The Community bud get cannot do without a financial 

discipline any more than our domestic budgets can. 

And it is surely an illusion to regard the two as 

entirely separate. There are no untapped r~sources 

in any of our countries, waiting to be allocated 

to Community spending. The hard fact is that an 

increase in Community public expenditure bears on 

the same over-stretch ed resou rces as does an 

increase in national public expenditure. 

In some areas, it may well make sense to 

conduct policies on a Community rather than a 

national basis. We certqinly support the case 

for allocating some of the funds saved from the 

CA P to non-agricultlJral. poli=iBs vJhich cou ld giv e 

the bud get a bet te r balance. /\s my colle ague 

Lord Carrington said in Ham burg last November, 

the British Government has a close interest in 

the further development of the Regional and Social 

Funds and Community policies for transport 

/infrastructure 
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infrastructure, urban development and energy, 

in particular coal. 

But we must be realistic about the scale of 

such developments. This is not the year, indeed 

probably not the decade, for launching major new 

spending programmes. The Finance Ministers of 

the Community cannot combine a policy of severe 

restraint in domestic programmes with approval 

for massive increases in Community programmes. 

If they attempted to do so, they simply would not 

be understood. 

Need for conscious decisions on impact of budget 

I have been arguing,that the problems of the 

CAP and budgetary imbalan ces lie at the, root of 

the Community 's p~es8nt troub l e s. The Communit y 

will, I suggest, hav8 to solve these problems, 

if it is to make progress. I said something 

earlier about solving the problem of CAP expenditure. 

I should like to share wi.th you now some thoughts 

about how the Community might tackle the problem 

of budgetary imbalances. 

lAs I sqid 
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As I said a few moments ago, this problem 

arises because the impact of the budget on 

indivi dual member states falls out fortuitously, 

or accidentally, from a multitude of separate 

policy decisio ns by the individual special~st 

councils. 

Our present arrangements "can be compared wi th 

a computer programme ~hich is admirable in every 

way ex c ept that one vital constraint is missing. 

We ask the computer how fast the traffic should 

I 

r 
drive through a road tunnel so as to minimise 

congestion. The answer comes back: 1000 

kilometres an hour! We forget to tell the computer 

that there is a limit to the speed at which traffic 

can move. 

In the Community's standard budgetary 

arr(3ngemr~nts theI's is liksvJise , I suggest, one 

crucial eleme nt, or constraint, which is "mi ssi ng. 

The arrangements take no account of the total 

net effect which the budget will have on 

lindividual 
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individual mB~bEr states. Yet t he budget, as it 

em 2 I~ 9; E: S, C cJ n CJ 1], t 0 c:: e a s i 1 Y P 1 cJ ceo n s 0 m e rn em b e r 

s t. .::: : 2 S t::: l~ r ~j ens \-J h i ~ h are man i f est I y u n r ea son a b 1 e . 

~'i th the indir- ect except ion of th e 1 per cent VAT 

ceili ng, thece is nothing i n the standard 

a rrangement s to limit the li abilit ies of the net 

contributor count r ies. The r e is likewise no 

pr inciple compa rable to t hat which underl ie s the 

f is cal arrangements bet ween the c ompo nent region s 

of national states - that resources should tend to 

flow from the mo r e prosperous t o t he less 

pros p 2rous regions. Th i s princi pl e certainly 

ope ra t es within the component parts of the United 

Kingdom. It clea rly unde rlies t he fiscal ar rangements 

between t he Fede ral Gove r nment of German y and the 

Lander. It ev en fi nds some expressio n in the 

pr8~~ b 18 [0 t he Treaty of Rome , wh i ch stresses t he 

n8 ~ d t~ r 2d uc e pc o~ omi c d iFFerences between 

\j .j ~- .::.. o;;~.:; r r.J g i [i i\ S • I believe t hat we mus t d evise 

II do not 
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I do not suggest that we have to aim, in 

the foreseeable future, at a major redistributive 

system within the Community comparable to that of 

a unitary national or a federal state. But we 

ought at leas t to get the direction right. We 

suffer at present from a system whose distributive 

impact is, in many cases, perverse. 

The con clusi on which seems to me to emerge 

is that the Community will need in future to take 

consci o us decisions on how the budget should 

affect in di vi d ual member states. We cannot allow 

the budg et to go on producing, as it does at 

present, r ed istributive effects which are 

entirely perv e rse - and which individual member 

s tates could not be expecte d to bear. ·W e must 

ensure that the broad pattern of net contributtons 

and r ece i pts for i nd ividual membe r state s is' 

tolerable, ~nd not indef e nsible. Ou r basic 

budgetary ar rang em ents should, I suggest~ remain 

as now . But this new element need s to be added. 

• 
/The approach 
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The approach which I have outlined would 

represent an important step in the evolution of 

the Community. I emphasise that I am not 

advocating 'juste retour' of a kind that would be 

thought quite inappropriate inside a nation state. 

On the contrary, what I am suggesting is that the 

Community should introduce into its affairs a 

principle which is accepted doctrine in the 

budgets of national states, both federal and 

unitary. 

The Community's decisions on the distributional 
. ~ 

effects of the budget would need to be based on 

objective criteria - criteria which could be 

defended to the peoples of individual member states 

as bei ng just an d fair. I t would obviously be for 

cons i deration what exa ctly these criteria should 

be. But it would seem right, as I have implied 

already, that they should include r e l a tive 

prosperity as 'we l l as populatio n size. It could 

a lso be a pp ro priate to t a ke som e account of 

tra ding gains and losses outside the Budget. I 

Ibelieve, for example, 
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believe, for exampl~, that Italy's net receipts 

from the budget are broadly offset by adverse 

resource transfers outside the budget or. trade 

in agriculture. In other cases, the effects are 

cumulative, not offsetting . 

One way in which we could seek to apply the 

principles I have outlined to the Community budget 

would be to use the headroom created by restraint 

in agricultural spending to expand non-agricultural 

programmes in ways which would achieve the desired 

distributional effects from the budget as a whole. 

But such programmes do ne ed to be desirable in 
0 '" 

their own right. Oe v e lop mR nt of such programmes 

is bound to take tim e , and their d istributional 

impact will often be u nce r ta in. To put on them 

the whol e burden of correct i ng the dist ri butional 

impact of t he CAP could involv e a consid erable 

distortion of t he Communit y' s non-agr icultural 

spending poli~ies. We have also, as I have said, 

failed so far to briong the rising costs of the 

common agricultural policy under firm control. 

/What these 

~""''''''-'":,".~.,,,-.~~ ... - .-.--,--.. ~-.- --..~-......-~.~-- ............. ¥ •• ..,...,-- •• - .... ~- ........ - •• ~ .. ~.-, --,--- ........ -"I.'--~~---. .,.---,~~.-.---.-. ..,..-.,-,~ 
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What these considerations suggest is that 

something more will be needed if the Community's 

agreed objective of removing unacceptable 

situations for any membe r state is to be achieved. 

We are likely to find that, in addition to the 

development of non-agricultural programmes, the 

Community will need s pecial arrangements for 

correcting the total impact of the budget. 

Advantages of the su ggested approach 

It seems to me that completing the Commun ity's 

budgetary arrangements in the way I have suggested -

through conscious decisions on the broad 

distr~butional impa ct of the budget - would bring 

a number of powerful advant age s. I emph asise 

the worl d 'completing' . The aim woul d .b e, not 

to dismantle, out r~th8r to prBSerVG existi ng 

arrangements, with the ad d i tion of one further 

element. 

In the first place, this approach should, 

I believe, be capable 'of solving, on a continuing 

/basi s, 
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basis, the problems of budgetary imbalances and 

unacceptable situations - both the problems of 

the existing Community and the potentially more 

serious problems of the enlarged Community. By 

removing a built-in source of conflict between 

member states, it should make for a Community 

which was more harmonious and less quarrelsome. 

It should enable the existing Community to absorb 

Spain and Portugal without inc~rring an intolerable 

budgetary burden. 

Second, it should improve the quality of 

the Community's decision making. Of course there 

would continue to be some arguments about the 

distribution of burdens and benefits between 

member states. But the financial in-fighting 

between member states that now distorts so much 

of our decision making on Community policies 

would be much reduced. Member states would no 

longer be so obsessed by the effects on their net 

contributions or receipts of developing existing 

policies or introducing .new ones. They would be 

able to concentrate, instead, on the inherent 

Ivalue of 
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value of rndividual policies to the Community as 

a whole - and on the distribution of resources 

between policies rather than between member 

states. Tnat too should promote a more harmonious 

Community. 

It is sometimes argued that the contrary is 

the case - that tf the distributional outcome of 

the budget were the subject of conscious decisions, 

there would be no further incentive t9 take 

decisions at a Community level at all. But the 

question is - does our present, haphazard 

budgetary approacn in fact encourage the 

development of Community policies? I do not 

think it does. In any case, the argument virtually 

amounts to saying that the' only thing w~ich gives 

member states an interest in conducting policies 

at the Community level is the hope of obtaini.ng 

direct national financial advantage at the expense 

of other member states. I hope and pray that 

is not true! 

/Finally, 
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Finally, a further advantage of the approach 

I have outlined is that it should prepare the way 

for the Community to make progress. A new and 

more equitable budgetary arrangement would help 

the Community to concentrate on enhancing its 

activities and developing further along the . lines 

envisaged by its founding fathers. 

Conclusion 

We shall soon be discussing these matters more 

formally in the Community, with a report by the 

Commission to help us on our way. It is my hope 

that, in the remainder of the Dutch and then the 

British Presidencies, we shall be able to bring 

to these discussions something of the vision, 

wisdom and moderation of our illustrious forbears, 

Erasmus and Sir Thomas More. I should like to 

think t ha t the outcome will be as harmonious and 

as lasting as the Quee n Anne style of architecture 

~which, as I remarked earlier, was an English 

r esponse to a Dutch inspiration. 

/We must 
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We must get on. There is no time to lose. 

As Grotius said in 1614, we must "plant trees 

for th e benef it of those who come after us". We 

must find solutions which will preserve the 

Community's ex isting achievements, not destroy 

them; which will bring harmony in place of 

discord; and which will strengthen the Community 

in the esteem of all our peoples. Above all, 

we must find solutions which will open the way 

for progress. 


